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WEAK SIGNALS FOR STRATEGIC CTI & CYBER DECEPTION
Ransomware adversaries on the rise

On April, nation-related threat actors also known as

privateers continued their operations with some shifts and

strange moves. After allegedly been seized by #FSB (Russia

domestic intelligence service) in collaboration with Western

law-enforcement entities, #REvil (aka #Sodinokibi)

#ransomware operators have shown life signals these days.

A new #doxing site has been observed in the wild with

graphics and victims previously linked to #REvil operations.

If first we thought about a copy-cat, things are getting

stranger when the historical #REvil doxing site redirected on

this new portal. Moreover, an URL used by #REvil operators

to negotiate with victims also redirected towards the new

address which suggests that the administrator has, at least,

accessed to historical #REvil infrastructure.

On the same vein, a new #ransomware payload dubbed

#Black Basta appeared with a doxing site that has strong

similarities with Conti ransomware one. Regarding #Conti,

some analysis seem to confirm that #Karakurt threat actors

are likely to be #Wizard Spider (#Conti threat group)

affiliates which bolster the role of #Wizard Spider as a

central threat actor in the #eCrime ecosystem that

Occidental companies fear concerning its alleged links with

Russian government.

The #REvil alleged return is as of writing not confirmed

because we’ve too little clues to agree with that. If it could

be the fact of a state-backed threat actor engaged in a

false-flag operation or also a move of a former #REvil group

member, these life signals have to be understood knowing

the ongoing cyber conflict Russian and Occidental proxies

are engaged in.

Interestingly, the #Black Basta payload might be the work of

#Wizard Spider or one of its #affiliates. Again, no consistent

hints right now but coincidences are rare in cyber

operations. If we look at the continuous watch the CERT-E

performs, we highlight a huge number of leaks, of drama

and of threat reports made by security companies on

#Conti/Wizard Spider for weeks. The tremendous work

made by ArticWolf in cooperation with the cryptocurrency

expert Chainalysis demonstrating financial and

organizational links between #Karakurt ransomware and

#Wizard Spider is one of these spotlights.

After #Conti leaks, lots of information (conversation, source

code) have also been revealed and in some way has forced

#Wizard Spider to announce on their doxing site they will

change their TTPs and tools.

Several elements lead us to believe #REvil is about to return.

With the difficulties of Russian troops in #Ukraine as well as the

deterioration of diplomatic relations between Washington and

Kremlin, #Russia no longer has interests in detaining and

preventing the abuses of #REvil members. The arrest of the

#REvil members by the #FSB would have been only a sign of

goodwill on the part of the Russian authorities towards the

#Americans as CERT-E previously supposed. The group could

support Moscow in its war against #Ukraine and enjoy relative

impunity. #REvil group would thus join the ranks of #privateers

who today have the capacity to carry out targeted attacks on a

country.

An outstanding example is #Wizard Spider. The group has

focused its targeting on government entities in South America,

particularly in #Costa Rica and #Peru pushing the President of

#Costa Rica to make a television broadcast to report on the

attacks paralyzing the country. Targeting differs from the usual

scheme since states never pay criminals. Several hypotheses can

be put forward at this stage. A first would be purely marketing

to eclipse the other #eCrime actors, a second would be for the

group to be used as a privateer by Moscow to make a show of

force against Western countries.

• Focus efforts on #patching/monitoring the most

impactful flaws reported in our Flash-News

produced by CTI team about last TTPs of such

ecosystems. A Flash News has been sent about

this topic with information regarding the

monitoring of Russian threat groups by the CTI

Team. Moreover, an updated advisory regarding

Chinese actors is pending

• Train your teams to detect phishing & social

engineering methods

• Regularly test your backups & maintain them

offline

• Follow all the communications written by CTI

Team describing actionable IoCs and detection

tips

Attention !
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APT (Sandworm) E-CRIME (Pinchy Spider)

CIS
Personal Gain

Occidental countries

#Sandworm (aka #BlackEnergy or #VoodooBear) is an APT group linked to GRU Unit

74455 believed to operate on behalf of Russia. The group has gained notoriety through

various large-scale cyber campaigns targeting foreign government leaders and institutions,

particularly NATO and Ukraine, since 2009.

Several highlights can be attributed to this group: In 2015 and 2016, the group carried out

attacks against #electrical power disruption in Ukraine, causing several hours of blackout

for hundreds of thousands of people. A year later, in June 2017, the operators deployed the

#NotPetya malware on the perimeter of their victims. The malware, having worm-like

capabilities, was able to compromise many businesses using encryption method.

In February 2022, Sandworm has been observed targeting energy facilities in Ukraine

with a new strain of the #Industroyer ICS malware #Industroyer2 and a new version of

#Caddywiper. According to the CERT-UA, nation-state actors targeted high-voltage

electrical substations with INDUSTROYER2, the variant analyzed by the researchers

were customized to target respective substations. The attackers also employed the

CADDYWIPER wiper to target Windows-based systems, while hit server equipment

running Linux operating systems with #ORCSHRED, #SOLOSHRED, #AWFULSHRED

disruptive scripts.

#Pinchy Spider (aka #Sodinokibi or #Revil) is an eCrime group that started its operation in

April 2019. This group is believed to be composed of #Russian-speaking members and

distribute its malware through several affiliates (#RaaS method), which explains why the

methods of infection may vary. However, the authors of Sodinokibi prohibit affiliates from

distributing ransomware in countries belonging to the Commonwealth of Independent

States (CIS) - former satellites of the Soviet Union - and the program effectively disables

itself on computers that use the languages of these countries, as well as Syrian.

The list of targeted entities and geographical areas is relatively large, which is explained by

the affiliate program. Indeed, the victims depend on the skill level of the operators running

the malware, and what they are looking for with their attack. Currently, the #Data Leak Site

(DLS) of the REvil ransomware contains 26 pages of victims. Responsible for the supply-chain

attack on the Kaseya company on July 2021, the group has taken a few weeks off, in part to

reduce law enforcement pressure on operator activities.

Many attacks have involved the use of the Sodinokibi ransomware in recent months, but

more recently, in April 2022, activity was detected on servers hosted on the #TOR network.

This activity reflects a new operation recently launched by the operators.
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VULNERABILITIES
CVE-2022-26809 & CVE-2022-24491: 

Windows Remote Procedure Call Runtime 

& Network File System

Windows Remote Procedure Call, RCE, NTF 

Do not copy, quote, or distribute 

without permission

On the 12th of April, Microsoft has released Patch Tuesday and has fixes a total of 199

flaws. Among them two security issues CVE-2022-26809 and CVE-2022-24491 could be

extremely impacting. These vulnerabilities, targeting Remote Procedure Call Runtime and

the Windows Network File System, have earned CVSS scores of 9.8.

CVE-2022-26809 could allow a remote attacker to execute unauthorized code at high

privileges on an affected system and without any user interaction. These factors could be

combined to make its exploitation wormable, at least between machines where RPC can be

reached. However, the static port used (TCP port 135) is typically blocked at a perimeter

level. But in this case, this bug could still be used for lateral movement by an attacker.

CVE-2022-24491 could allow also permit a remote attacker to execute code on an affected

system with high privileges and without user interaction where the NFS role is enabled,

which is not a default configuration on Windows devices. Again, this could be exploited in a

wormable attack – at least between NFS servers. As RPC port, this is often blocked at a

perimeter level.
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Course of action

➢ Affected systems are :

➢ Windows 10 versions 1809, 1909, 20H2, 21H1, and 21H2,

➢ Windows 11,

➢ Windows Server 2019 & 2022.

➢ Apply the April 2022 security updates to fully address this issue. 

If not possible:

➢ Block ports TCP/139 and TCP/445 [SMB] at perimeter firewall level

➢ This is a recommended practice even if it does not directly protect 

against all  potential attack scenarios for these specific vulnerability.

➢ Block port TCP/135 at perimeter firewall level

➢ This is a recommended best practice that would reduce the likelihood 

of other potential attacks against this vulnerability

➢ NFS role removal could be an option if an update is out of question, but it 

disables the service.
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Evolution of top-tier ransom-dox-wares
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Q1 2022
(-33%)

Q4 2021
(+59%)

10-21

11-21

12-21

#LockBit is the most active ransomware with almost 100 victims in October followed 

by #Conti and #Pysa. #Prometheus rebrands as #Spook at the end of September. 

#Revil went dark after its revival in September, being the target of law enforcement 

forces.

01-22

#LockBit and #Conti are leading the board in November with around 90 

victims each. #Pysa stays behind with 59 victims. 

No more activities in November from #Spook, #Payload.bin, #Groove, 

#AtomSilo, #BlackMatter or #Revil, the last 2 being targeted by law 

enforcement forces.

Q1 2022

(-33%)

LOCKBIT | PYSA | CONTI | SPOOK

LOCKBIT | PYSA | CONTI | SPOOK

General decrease of total number of victims. #Lockbit, #Conti and #Pysa still lead 

the board.

LOCKBIT | CONTI | PYSA

#Karakurt starts its activity with 33 victims.

KARAKURT

Significant decrease of activity. #Lockbit leads the board with 5 victims.

CONTI | LOCKBIT | KARAKURT
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+52%

Q4 2021
(+59%)

Q2 2022
(-)

+33% +11% -30% -42% +17%

02-22

#Conti activity continues despite leaks. #Lockbit leads the board by far. 

#AlphaV and #Karakurt are the most active behind the leaders.

CONTI | LOCKBIT | KARAKURT | ALPHAV

-5%
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03-22

#Ukranian conflict does not change the landscape as #Conti and #Lockbit leads 

the board by far.

CONTI | LOCKBIT 

04-22

Q2 2022

(-)

#Lockbit continues its studious activity with about 100 victims.

2 new ransomwares emerge this month, #ONYX with 6 victims and #Black 

Basta with 11. #Black Basta could be a rebrand of a part of #Conti activity.

#BlackCat increases its activity since its launch in December 2021 to reach 

32 victims this month and the third place of the podium. 

CONTI | LOCKBIT | ONYX | BLACK BASTA | BLACKCAT
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Ransomware adversaries on the Rise

CVE-2022-26809:  

Remote Procedure Call Runtime 

CVE 2022 24491:

Network File System

Sandworm & Pinchy Spider Evolution of top-tier ransom-dox-wares

Intelligence:
▪ Continuous IoCs integration in our TIP (Anomali) for post-mortem analyses 

on all activities related to this conflict extended to all threat actors and 
malwares.

▪ Pivot based on our SOC incident response insights.
Communication
▪ Redacted advisory (V3) pending with PRC & DPRK linked threat actors TTPs 

coverage 

Intelligence:
▪ Integration of IoCs concerning #Sandworm
▪ Integration of IoCs concerning #Pinchy Spider
Communication:
▪ Highlight activity from #Sandworm and #Pinchy Spider trough Newsletter

Intelligence:
▪ CVE taken in count in our TIP

Communication
▪ Highlight about vulnerabilities trough Newsletter

Intelligence:
▪ Active monitoring of new doxwares variants especially #Conti, #Lockbit, 

#BlackCat, #BlackBasta and #Onyx
▪ Hunting about possible loaders that could drop these new doxwares via attack 

chains

N.B: The postmortems analyses are conducted automatically on a daily basis
via our XSOAR as far as the IOCs integrated by the CTI in Anomali is concerned
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